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1 Introduction 
This document describes the strategy for the management of conditions data stored in COOL 
for the ATLAS data-taking period. In particular it concerns the use of COOL tags and tag 
hierarchies, and defines how these are used to implement the various work models required 
for the use and evolution of conditions data in ATLAS.  
A brief introduction to the relevant aspects of the COOL data model is given in Section 2, 
followed by a discussion of the ATLAS-specific data manipulation tools in Section 3. Several 
folder tagging ‘models’ are discussed in Section 4, and their application to different parts of 
the ATLAS data processing is described in Section 5. Section 6 summarises the conventions 
that are discussed. 

2 COOL data model and constraints 
This section briefly describes the COOL data model, with an emphasis on features relevant 
for the present discussion. For more details, see [1].  
COOL organises data in folders, which each contain a set of data payload objects of the same 
type. Each object has an interval of validity (IOV), defined by two endpoints, either run and 
luminosity block (LB) numbers, or absolute timestamps, which define the interval over which 
the object is considered valid. Multiple objects (with independent IOVs) can be distinguished 
via different channel numbers in the same folder; this can be used to represent e.g. calibration 
for different regions of the same detector, valid at the same time. Multi-version folders can 
also contain several independent sets of objects, distinguished by different tags, which are 
string names identifying e.g. objects determined using different calibration algorithms, or to 
be used for different reprocessing passes. The data payload can either be inline, where the 
values are stored inside the COOL database, or referenced, where COOL simply stores a 
reference to the actual data stored externally (typically in a POOL ROOT file).  
Folders are organised into foldersets in a tree or filesystem directory-like structure – 
foldersets (branch nodes) can contain a mixture of other foldersets and folders (leaf nodes) 
that contain the actual data. The root node of the tree is the folderset ‘/’ and all other nodes 
descend from it. Each folder also has a folder description string associated to it, which in 
ATLAS is used to store meta-data about the folder, in particular how the data will be 
interpreted in Athena [2]. The hierarchy of foldersets and folders under the root node is 
known as a single COOL database ‘instance’. Separate instances are used to store the 
conditions data relevant to real data (instance COMP200) and Monte Carlo (OFLP200). Each 
subdetector or system also has two independent database schemas, stored on the online and 
offline database servers. 
In what follows, IOVs are denoted [a, b] in the COOL convention, which means the data is 
valid for all times a to b-1. The end of the interval b is NOT included, so a sequence ([4, 6], 
[7, 9]) has no valid data at time 6, whereas ([4, 6], [6, 9]) does (the data of the second interval 
would be returned). In ATLAS, the ‘raw’ 63-bit IOV values are interpreted either as 32 bit 
luminosity block (LB) in the bottom 32 bits + 31 bit run number in the top 31 bits, or as 
absolute timestamps measured as the number of nanoseconds from 00:00 on 1st Jan 1970 
UTC. The choice of which convention is used is made at the folder level, using meta-data in 
the folder description string [2]. 

2.1 Single-version folders 
Single-version (SV) folders have no tags, and for a single channel can only store one object 
valid at any given time. Attempts to insert an IOV that overlaps partially or totally with 
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existing IOVs give an error. For example, if a folder channel contains the following existing 
IOVs: ([0, 3], [5, 10],[15, 20]), new IOVs [3, 5], [10, 12], [12, 13], [20, 200] can all be 
inserted, but [2, 5], [10, 16] or [19, 200] cannot be inserted.  
However, the maximum IOV value (263-1, denoted by IOVMax) is treated specially by the 
COOL API. If a so-called open-ended IOV, [a, IOVMax] exists, another open-ended IOV 
[b,IOVMax] can be stored, providing that b>a. The resulting stored data becomes 
([a, b],[b, IOVMax]). This can be used to implement a model where calibrations are valid 
‘until superseded’ by a new calibration. This model is also used to store DCS data, where a 
value measured at time a is considered valid until a significantly different value is recorded at 
a later time b. 

2.2 Multi-version folders 
Multi-version (MV) folders have no restriction about overwriting existing IOVs, and can be 
used in two modes: with HEAD-style tagging or with user tagging. In HEAD style tagging, 
data is inserted without a tag, and can partially ‘hide’ data in an existing IOV. For example, 
for a folder with existing IOVs ([0, 3],[5, 10],[15, 20]), inserting data with IOV [2, 17] 
changes the data which will be returned for times 2, 5–9 and 15–16, and leaves a sequence of 
IOVs ([0, 2][2, 17][17, 20]). Open-eneded IOVs (up to IOVMax) can still be used, but have 
no special significance. The visible sequence, which corresponds to the current HEAD, can be 
tagged with a specific tag name, which can then be used in retrieval. This tag then represents 
an ‘invariant’ set of IOVs, in the sense that insertion of new data will change the HEAD, but 
not what is associated with this specific tag. The tag thus acts like a ‘snapshot’ of the HEAD 
contents at a particular time. This is similar to the concept of CVS tagging. 
A second mode is known as the COOL ‘user’ tags, where a tag name is specified at the point 
when data is inserted into COOL, rather than in a separate tagging operation after several 
insertions. This allows several independent sequences of IOVs to be maintained, which do not 
interfere with each other (like several independent named HEADs) and can be retrieved 
completely independently. When inserting data with a user tag, the COOL 2.4 API (and later 
versions) allow this data to also be inserted into the HEAD (COOL default), or ONLY into 
the user tag (in previous versions, the data was always inserted into both). 
In ATLAS, ‘user’ tags are most commonly used, and both Athena and AtlCoolCopy write by 
default into user tags without also filling the HEAD tag. This is the most natural mode of 
operation when tags are being used to represent independent sequences of IOVs, 
corresponding for example to independent calibrations. 
In both cases, tags can be locked. Once locked, the data in the tag cannot be changed.  No 
new IOVs can be inserted into a locked user tag, whether they overlap with existing IOVs or 
not., and an existing HEAD-style tag cannot be reused to tag the current HEAD. This locking 
mechanism is used to enforce reproducibility, ensuring that conditions data used in production 
jobs cannot be subsequently changed. The COOL API also allows tags to be unlocked again, 
which is used by some of the tools to make additions to locked tags under well-defined 
conditions. It is also possible for experts to unlock tags to fix specific problems, though this 
violates the reproducibility requirements, so should be used with extreme care. In normal use, 
users should never unlock and modify tags once they have been locked. 

2.3 Hierarchical tagging 
The COOL hierarchical tagging API allows tags to be set up in folder sets as well as folders, 
implementing tag relations. Tags in folder sets are used specify corresponding tags in some or 
all of the folders or foldersets immediately below them in the folder hierarchy. This can be 
used to set up tag ‘chains’ from the root (top-level) node, leading to defined tags in each of 
the leaf nodes. This concept is similar to the tag collector hierarchy used for building an 
offline release, which has a ‘top-level’ release number (e.g. 14.2.0) that defines a tag to be 
used for each package in the release (e.g. IOVDbSvc-00-04-09). An application (e.g. Athena 
reconstruction) only needs to specify the top-level tag (which becomes the setting for the 
IOVDbSvc.GlobalTag) , and COOL knows which tag to use in each leaf folder, providing all 
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the tag relations have been set up correctly. This avoids the need to hardcode any leaf tags in 
Athena job options, as the selection of tags can be driven entirely from the database. 
Different top-level tags can be set up for different purposes; e.g. for the tag sets to be used in 
express stream and bulk reconstruction, and for different detector setups in Monte Carlo. For 
some folders, the same leaf tag may be appropriate for several different setups, which can be 
implemented by having different top-level tags point to the same leaf tag for this folder. Top-
level and intermediate folder tags can also be locked, which means their relations (what they 
point to in descendent folders) can no longer be changed. This locking mechanism plays an 
important role in the management of tag relations using the AtlCoolTag tool. 
It is important to note that these tag relations are not IOV-dependent, but completely IOV-
blind. Therefore it is not possible to have a top-level tag point to tag A1 in folder A for IOV 
[0-9] and to tag A2 for IOV [10-20]; this sort of IOV-dependent tag mapping is not available 
in COOL. 

3 Tools 
A variety of ATLAS-specific tools have been written in the last few years to manipulate 
COOL data and databases through the COOL API. These tools come in addition to the basic 
functionality of being able to write and read COOL data, both inside and outside of Athena. 
The two basic tools relevant here are: 

• AtlCoolCopy: This is a C++ application for copying data between COOL databases, 
from a few IOVs in a single tag of a folder to a complete replica of a multi-GB 
production database [3]. It can also verify database content, extract POOL file 
references and produce ROOT files of (parts of) the database. It is extremely 
powerful and flexible, but its complexity makes it primarily an expert-level tool. 

• AtlCoolConsole: This is a python application for interactively browsing COOL 
databases from a command-line interface [4]. It can be used to investigate both 
content and tag hierarchies, and can modify the latter when connected to the database 
with a write connection. This tool is reasonably user-friendly, but also quite general 
and low-level. 

Both of these tools are closely coupled to the COOL API, and included in the ATLAS offline 
software release. They have continuously evolved as functionality has been added over the 
last few years. 
These basic tools are complemented with a number of higher-level python scripts, which 
implement parts of the ATLAS conditions data model, enforcing conventions and making 
additional checks dependent on the context. These tools include: 

• AtlCoolMerge.py for taking an SQLIte COOL file incorporating a conditions 
database update (one or more tags, in one or more folders), and merging it into the 
main COOL database [5]. This tool is effectively a wrapper around AtlCoolCopy, 
which is used to do the final copy, after various checks have been performed. 

• AtlCoolTransfer.py for copying (transferring) data from one tag to another within 
the same folder [5]. The primary application is in online calibration, where data 
entered into one tag (e.g. that for bulk processing) can be transferred to another tag 
for future use in e.g. the online HLT or express stream. This tool is also a wrapper 
around AtlCoolCopy, and makes use of a common python library that is also used by 
AtlCoolMerge.py. 

• AtlCoolTag.py implements the hierarchical tagging model, with sub-commands for 
creating and locking top-level tags across all subdetector schema, and manipulating 
their contents [6]. This tool uses the python COOL API directly, with no dependence 
on AtlCoolCopy. 

All these tools are implemented as python libraries (using the PyCool COOL python API 
and/or AtlCoolCopy), with command-line frontends. Their functionality is therefore also 
available to additional higher-level tools via import of the corresponding python modules. 
The tools are not part of the ATLAS software release (so they can evolve independently), but 
are available in SVN [7] and installed in the utils directory of the atlcond AFS user at CERN. 
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However, they are normally used from within the context of a set up ATLAS release, so that 
the PyCool API and AtlCoolCopy are available. 

4 Folder tagging models 
This section describes the various possible folder data models, and how updates are handled 
through the AtlCoolMerge tool. To ensure the correct data model is applied in each case, the 
data models are identified using either metadata inserted in the folder description string, or by 
indicating the model used via a string inserted in the COOL tag name. The models are 
identified using the string ‘UPDx’, with x=1,2,3 etc. An operations-oriented definition of the 
various tagging modes given at [8]. 
The protection models are applied using the ATLAS-specific AtlCoolCopy and 
AtlCoolMerge software, rather than directly in the COOL API. To reduce the possibility of 
‘accidental’ updates that do not follow this model, all COOL tags used in production are now 
kept locked, so simple updates through the COOL API will fail. Instead, AtlCoolCopy 
automatically unlocks and relocks tags as needed, after checking that the updates follow the 
appropriate rules. To prevent any tags becoming accidentally unlocked (e.g. due to a failed 
update which crashes partway through), the AtlCoolTagCheck [6] nightly task checks that all 
tags linked to locked global tags are also themselves locked, and issues error messages if not. 

4.1 Single-version online folders (UPD1) 
These folders record calibration constants used in the online system (e.g. LAR ROD DSP 
constants). Typically a single set of constants is used for all runs recorded, until it is decided 
to update the constants being used. At this point, a new set of constants is inserted, valid from 
the next run (i.e. the run after that currently in progress). Since these constants are used to 
make changes/calibrations of the raw data before it is saved to disk, it is very important that 
the record of which constants were used for any already-recorded run cannot be overwritten – 
new constants can only be entered for runs in the future. 
The implementation uses COOL SV folders, entering data with open-ended IOVs [R,Max] 
each time a new calibration is introduced ready to be used for run R. This results in a set of 
IOVs [0, R1], [R1, R2], [R2, R3],[R3, IOVMax] as new data is introduced at runs R1, R2 and 
R3. The COOL API for single version folders already disallows inserts with lower bound 
R<R3 in this case. Additional protections are needed in the insertion tools to ensure: 

• The insertion lower bound R is greater than the current run Ronline being recorded 
online, to ensure the already-used calibration for runs taken since the last update (R3) 
cannot be overwritten. 

• The insertion upper bound S must be IOVMax, otherwise subsequent insertions 
below run S will be disallowed by the COOL API. 

Since offline release 14.2.0, the AtlCoolCopy tool can read the current online run number 
(from an offline replica of the ATLAS_RUN_NUMBER database schema used by the online 
run number service) and enforce that any IOV with R<=Ronline is updated to Ronline+1 (via the –
getonline and –truncate options).  The work model for updates is to produce SQLite file 
updates with infinite IOVs and then merge them into Oracle using these options, so they are 
made valid from the next online run number. A larger minimum IOV could also be given, to 
make them valid for a run further in the future. The use of these options/checks is triggered in 
the merge tool by the presence of additional folder meta-data of the form 
<updateMode>UPD1</updateMode>. 
For timestamp based folders, the current time is used in place of the run number of the next 
run to be started online. This is used in particular by the muon alignment system, which runs 
asynchronously with respect to the ATLAS DAQ, and therefore uses timestamp based folders. 
The motivation for using the current time is that all processes which have already started (e.g. 
the HLT) will have retrieved conditions using a timestamp in the past, so the current time is a 
‘safe’ point to update from. 
The TileCal have requested the ability to selectively update only some channels in a SV 
online folder, taking only those channels where the lower limit of the IOV is greater than 
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some value Rref. This is also possible using AtlCoolCopy with the –srlu <run> <LB> option, 
which skips all IOVs with lower run/LB below this value. This option can also be passed 
though the AtlCoolMerge tool, with the additional protection that IOVs will have their lower 
limit increased beyond the online run limit. 

4.2 Multi-version online folders 
Multi-version folders can also be used in an ‘online’ mode as discussed above. In this case, 
one tag is being used online, whilst other tags within the same folder can be used for offline 
calibrations. This allows different contexts to be selected with different global tags, without 
changing the folder that e.g. Athena is reading from (and hence the Athena job options). All 
of the same considerations apply as discussed in Section 4.1, except that the COOL API will 
not prevent the overwriting of old data in closed intervals (0–R3 in the example given above). 
Protection of old data therefore relies on the input tools applying the –getonline option in 
AtlCoolCopy, and on the tag being kept locked to prevent the accidental upload of data 
outside of the tool framework. 
Since this mode will apply to only certain tags in a folder, the folder meta-data cannot be used 
to trigger it. Instead, this protection is triggered if the tag name contains the string UPD1. 
Single-version folders do not have tags, so the folder meta-data has to be used in that case. 

4.3 Folders with calibration data tags 
The ATLAS calibration model foresees a 36 hour time lag between the a run being finished 
online, and the ‘bulk’ physics streams being processed at Tier-0, with run-specific calibrations 
being uploaded during this time based on the results of the express and calibration stream 
processing. Tags used in the bulk reconstruction must therefore allow updates for the runs 
currently in calibration, whilst not allowing updates for runs which have already entered the 
bulk processing. There are two slightly different use-cases, depending on whether data 
updates are expected to apply for a single run (e.g. the beamspot position which is determined 
separately for the set of luminosity blocks within each run), or for all subsequent runs (e.g. 
channels becoming noisy). These cases are implemented by tags containing the strings UPD2 
and UPD4 respectively: 

• For UPD2 tags, updates are allowed only to a list of calibrating run numbers which 
are input to AtlCoolCopy via the –runfile option. This list is maintained by the Nemo 
calibration manager program [9]. Runs enter it when they are finished online, and 
leave automatically 36 hours later when they become eligible for bulk processing. All 
IOVs for UPD2 tags must be contained wholly within one of the runs on the list, i.e. 
multiple run IOVs are not allowed. UPD2 tags do not work with timestamp-based 
folders. 

• For UPD4 tags, updates are allowed only if the start run number of the IOV is equal 
to or greater than the smallest run on the calibration list. For timestamp-based folders, 
the start timestamp must be larger than the end time of the last run to leave the 
calibration run state. Updates whose start IOVs are below these limits will be 
increased up to the limit. This protection is implemented using the –getbulk and –
truncate options of AtlCoolCopy, in a similar way as for UPD1 tags. 

4.4 Folders with partially-locked tags 
Reproducible offline reprocessing requires that COOL tags in MV folders are locked before 
the reprocessing starts, meaning that the data associated to these tags cannot be changed or 
added to. However, offline reprocessing normally proceeds in well-defined ‘periods’ 
corresponding to run ranges and time intervals of several weeks or months of data, and 
calibration constants will be determined and uploaded with a similar time granularity. 
Locking a tag for one period (in order to allow reprocessing to start) would then mean a new 
and different tag would have to be used for every subsequent period, which would also mean 
new hierarchical tags above it in the tree structure. This might well become unmanageable 
over time. 
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In order to avoid this problem, the concept of ‘partially-locked’ tags has been introduced. The 
idea is that new data can be added to a partially-locked tag, but only if its IOVs do not overlap 
any IOVs which have already been entered, ensuring that the run-ranges / times of the update 
are completely separate from what has already been entered and locked. This allows 
calibration data for a later period to be associated to the same tag as was used for a completed 
processing of an already-existing period. 
The concept of partially-locked tags has been agreed by the COOL team, but was not 
implemented in time for it to be used in the 2009 datataking. However, AtlCoolCopy has an 
option (-appendlocked) which simulates it, by checking that the IOV range of each object to 
be inserted does not overlap with any existing object in that tag. If it does not, the tag is 
unlocked and the object inserted, otherwise an error is produced. The tag is relocked after the 
insertion has completed. 
The successful use of partially-locked tags requires that objects are inserted with finite IOVs 
corresponding to a particular running period (objects with infinite IOVs will overlap with 
anything inserted later, so will never be able to be overwritten). This strategy is therefore only 
suitable for offline calibration for data reprocessing, where the end of the IOV is already 
known, and it commits the calibration experts to provide regular timely updates for each new 
data-taking period.   
Partially-locked tags are updated using AtlCoolMerge.py with the –partial flag, which gets 
translated to –appendlocked in the corresponding AtlCoolCopy command. This strategy 
requires no special naming of tags or folder meta-data, although some checks could be 
implemented later if desired (e.g. that infinite IOVs are not being used). 

4.5 Folders with partially-locked open-ended tags 
The partially-locked update mode described above requires that the inserted IOVs do not 
overlap with any existing IOVs, in a similar way to the checks applied to COOL SV folders. 
A further update mode is available in analogy to the treatment of open-ended intervals in SV 
folders. In this ‘partially-locked open-ended’ mode, updates overlapping with existing 
intervals are allowed, providing that both the new and existing intervals are open-ended (end 
time of IOVMax), and that the start of the new IOV is larger than the start of the existing 
IOV. This mode is identified by a tag name containing the string UPD3. This mode of 
operation has been requested by the LAr calorimeter. 

4.6 HEAD-style folders 
All the tagging models for multi-version folders described so far have used COOL ‘user’ tags, 
where an object is always inserted into COOL with a specified tag, and does not need to 
appear in the HEAD. Alternatively, as discussed in Section 2.2, data can be inserted into the 
HEAD, and possibly tagged later with a HEAD-style tag. One application of HEAD-style 
data insertion has so far been identified, that of the detector status manual override folder 
(GLOBL/DETSTATUS/SHIFTOFL). This folder contains detector status entries 
(red/yellow/green) for particular subdetectors and run/LB ranges, and is used to override the 
results of the automatic DQMF checking. By its nature, the overrides are ‘cumulative’, and 
several updates may be made to the same item of data as understanding of its status evolves. 
Entries in this folder are therefore inserted into the HEAD, and not to any particular tag. 
These override entries are queried when the ‘pass-1’ detector status for a particular run is 
derived just before bulk pass-1 reconstruction begins, and the results (combining the 
SHIFTOFL folder with other detector status indicators) are written to the 
/GLOBAL/DETSTATUS/LBSUMM folder, this time with a defined user tag. Further updates 
to the SHIFTOFL folder can be made later (as more data quality problems are uncovered or 
fixed), and a subsequent remaking of the LBSUMM folder will again query the HEAD of the 
SHIFTOFL folder to take them into account (for example in preparing the detector status 
information for a second reconstruction pass). 
This application of COOL to detector status does not actually require the HEAD of the 
SHIFTOFL folder to be tagged. Tagging could be done e.g. to make a record of what the 
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status overrides were at any given point in time, but is not needed. Any HEAD tagging 
operation would go over the entire IOV range, so probably including lots of entries for runs 
which are not of current interest – it is not possible with the current COOL API to include 
only those entries within a particular IOV range. 

5 Applications 
Having set out the different possible folder tagging models above, this section discusses their 
application to the different stages of data processing in ATLAS. For each possible Athena 
data-processing application/stage (HLT, online monitoring, Tier-0 and subsequent re-
reconstruction), the idea is to have a single top-level conditions tag which defines the tags to 
be used for each folder. This tag (and the corresponding relations) should remain stable over 
an extended period of time, changing only e.g. when a new software release is used, or after a 
significant break in the online datataking. Run-by-run and day-by-day changes in the 
conditions data are then implemented using the IOVs within the selected leaf tag in each 
folder, and not by changing the global tag. 
At present (at the start of the 2010 run), the following types of global tags are in use: 

• Tags used online in the HLT, of the form COMCOND-HLTX-* 
• Tags used for online monitoring, of the form COMCOND-MONX-* 
• Tags used for express stream processing at Tier-0, of the form COMCOND-ES1X-* 
• Tags used for bulk processing at Tier-0, of the form COMCOND-BLKX-* 
• Tags used for reprocessing, of the form COMCOND-REPX-* 

In all cases, the X is replaced by C, S or P indicating cosmics, single beam or physics running. 
Additional suffixes are used to indicate the status of the magnetic field. 

5.1 Online and HLT 
Online applications that read COOL directly (e.g. calorimeter DSPs) should use single or 
multi-version online folders, as discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The added security of 
single-version folders suggests these should be preferred for critical applications. Since these 
applications are typically not using Athena, no global tags should be used and the code should 
retrieve using the appropriate folder tag (or HEAD, in the case of single version folders). 
The HLT will read conditions data from standard MV COOL folders, which also have tags 
that are used offline. The global tag used for the HLT should point to folder tags that are 
updated in online mode (UPD1), so that a record of which conditions were used online for 
each run is always preserved. The same strategy should be used for online monitoring, where 
for many folders, the same leaf tags could be pointed to by both global tags. 
In all of these cases, open-ended intervals should be used, as the constants are always 
considered ‘valid until superseded’ and the online systems should never be in a situation 
where no valid constants are available for the next run. 

5.2 Tier-0 processing 
Tier-0 processing has two phases:  

• Prompt express stream processing (ES1), which keeps up with the online datataking 
as much as possible. 

• First pass bulk reconstruction processing (BLK) done using the calibration constants 
derived from the express (and associated calibration) stream processing. 

The two phases will be going on simultaneously as different runs make their way through the 
Tier-0 processing. Each phase has its own top-level conditions tag, which points to different 
leaf tags (F-ES1, F-BLK) for the different phases in folders F whose data is being updated by 
the calibration procedure. Folders which are not updated can use a single MV-online type 
(UPD1) tag for all Tier-0 phases. 
For folders participating in Tier-0 calibration, the tag used for ES1 (F-ES1) should be of MV-
online (UPD1) type, since express stream processing happens almost in real-time, and any 
updates must only apply to the next run, not the current run. A successful online calibration 
procedure for run R should write its data into the tag being used for bulk reconstruction (F-
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BLK), which will be of either UPD2 or UPD4 type. For UPD2 updates, the IOV should cover 
only run R, which will be one of the runs currently ‘open’ for calibration as determined by the 
Nemo process. For UPD4 updates, the IOV will cover [R,IOVMax], as the update should 
apply to all future runs unless superseded. Note that in this latter case, the updates should 
come in order of run, as an earlier calibration run coming later would overwrite the results 
from a later calibration run which finishes processing earlier, due to the use of open-ended 
IOVs. This requires careful management by the subdetector producing the calibration. 
Once a new calibration is applied for bulk reconstruction, it may also be appropriate to apply 
it to the tag being used in the express stream and/or the HLT. This requires separate uploads 
to the MV-online (UPD1) mode tags being used in the corresponding global tags. Since these 
tags are UPD1, the updated constants will apply only for the start of the next run to be taken 
online. These copying operations within a single folder are supported by the 
AtlCoolTransfer.py script, which provides a simplified interface to AtlCoolCopy.  

5.3 Reprocessing 
It is assumed that reprocessing will take place in well-defined ‘periods’ which will be 
calibrated and signed-off separately. A separate top-level tag will have to be used for each 
reprocessing pass, but it might be common to the same pass for several consecutive data-
taking periods, if no major changes to the set of conditions data are made.  
Two types of conditions data folder can be distinguished for reprocessing: 

• Folders where no updates are made wrt the constants used for Tier-0 pass 1 
reconstruction. In this case, the global tag can point to the same tag as used for BLK 
(or even ES1 if no updates are made in the prompt calibration loop).  

• Folders where updates are made, incorporating new calibration constants for 
reprocessing. It is expected that the granularity of these updates (in terms of how 
much is prepared and uploaded at once, although this may well include several 
smaller IOVs with different calibration constants) will be matched to the data-taking 
periods.  These folder tags must be updated using partially-locked tags (Section 4.4). 

The use of the partially-locked tagging strategy should allow the tag hierarchy to be locked 
before the reprocessing of any data period is started. At the beginning, many conditions 
database folders may simply reuse the same calibration constants as used online, and only 
later (for later reprocessing passes, or later data periods) start using new calibrations for 
reprocessing. The introduction of such new constants will require changing the tag relations, 
so that the new rather than online calibration constants are referenced in the folder in 
question. Since the tag hierarchy is locked, such changes will require a new global tag to be 
introduced. However, if there have been no such changes in ‘calibration strategy’ between 
data-taking periods, the same global tag could be used for more than one period. 
Using separate global tags for different data periods will require careful bookkeeping in the 
reconstruction re-processing. However, since the reconstruction writes the global tag used 
into the ESD and AOD files, subsequent processing (e.g. AOD to DPD making, AOD 
analysis) will not need to keep track of these changing global tags, as they can simply pick up 
the tag used in any given input file, and use this to select particular conditions data if needed.1 

5.4 Production of simulated events 
Simulation production (HITs simulation, digitisation and reconstruction) also makes heavy 
use of the conditions database tagging hierarchies to identify different detector configurations 
and calibration constant sets. However, in general no use has been made of IOVs, and most 
simulation conditions data is written with a specific tag but infinite ([0,IOVMax]) IOVs. Run 
numbers (mapping to IOVs) have limited use as they are only used to identify different 
physics processes, which are simulated over and over again with different releases, 

                                                      
1 The present IOVDbSvc infrastructure does not deal correctly with reading two consecutive input files 
which have different global tags – the conditions tags used for each folder will not be reset when the 
global tag changes. However, this should not be too difficult to implement. 
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geometries and conditions top-level tags (the only exceptions are the FDR exercises, where 
real numbers have been used in a ‘data-like’ way). 
In simulation production, data integrity is ensured by locking the conditions tags (leaf folders 
and hierarchies) which are used for a particular production, and not allowing any changes 
once these tags have been put into a database release and distributed on the Grid. This implies 
a well-defined cycle of opening a conditions top-level tag for a particular purpose (e.g. 
simulation of 10 TeV MC with release 14.2.10.1) , allowing the tag hierarchy to be setup and 
modified as subdetectors enter and converge on the set of conditions leaf tags to  be used, and 
then locking the tag before production is started. The choice of which conditions tag to use in 
simulation, digitisation and reconstruction is normally controlled using the overall AMI 
reference tags for each stage of the process. 

5.5 Adding new folders 
A particular problem with global tags arises when new conditions database folders are 
created, and new code is put into the software release to access and make use of them. This 
has happened frequently during the software development and commissioning phase, and can 
be expected to continue through first data-taking. The joboptions associated to the new folder 
normally do not specify an explicit folder tag, so the tag needs to be deduced from the global 
tag.  
If there is a new unlocked global tag associated to the software release, the new tag relation 
can simply be added to the tag hierarchy with AtlCoolTag before the tag is locked, allowing 
the correct folder tag to be deduced by Athena in the normal way. However, new software 
releases are frequently used with existing event data files, which reference old locked 
conditions tags that do not have the tag relation for the new folder. To solve this problem, it is 
allowed to update an existing locked tag in order to add a new relation, providing none of the 
existing relations are changed. This addition will then propagate to any new database releases 
made to go with the new software release. The updated conditions database tag will also work 
with old software, which will simply not access the new folder, and hence never look up the 
added tag relation. 
Hence when adding access to a new conditions data folder to the software release, it is also 
necessary to add references to suitable conditions data for all existing global tags. Normally 
this requires the following steps: 

1. Create a ‘default’ or ‘nominal’ conditions data tag in the new folder, suitable for use 
with old data (for example calibration corrections of zero), such that the new software 
release will reproduce the effect of the old one that did not use any conditions data. 

2. Link this folder tag to the tag hierarchy, for all top-level conditions tags that may be 
used with the new software release. In practice, this usually means linking it to all 
existing top-level conditions tag. The ‘globaljoin’ command in AtlCoolTag.py [6] can 
be used by a conditions DB expert to perform this operation. 

6 Summary 
The following conventions for controlling folder tagging have been discussed, and are 
summarised below: 

• SV folders which are to be updated in online mode as discussed in Section 4.1 are 
indicated via a folder description (meta-data) string including the XML text 
<updateMode>UPD1</updateMode>. 

• MV folder tags which are to be treated in online mode as discussed in Section 4.2 are 
indicated by having the tag name include the string UPD1. 

• MV folder tags which are updated for specific runs in the prompt calibration process 
as discussed in Section 4.3 are indicated by a tag name including the string UPD2. 

• MV folder tags which are treated as partially locked as discussed in Section 4.4 are 
not indicated by any special convention – the only issue is they have to be uploaded 
to using AtlCoolMerge with the ‘—partial’ option. 
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• MV folder tags which are partially locked with open-ended intervals as discussed in 
Section 4.5 are indicated by a tag name including the string UPD3. 

• MV folder tags which are updated with open-ended intervals in the prompt calibration 
process are indicated by a tag name including the string UPD4. 

A summary of the folder updating modes and corresponding tag strings and protection 
implemented by AtlCoolCopy is presented in Table 1. 
 
Update mode Indicated by Tags 

Locked? 
Input protection (AtlCoolCopy) 

SV online mode UPD1 (metadata) N/A IOV start > online run number  
MV online mode UPD1 (in tag name) Yes IOV start > online run number  
Prompt calibration UPD2 (in tag name) Yes IOV contained in calibrating run 
Partially-locked tags Nothing Yes IOVs do not overlap with existing 

ones  
Partially-locked 
open-ended tags 

UPD3 (in tag name) Yes IOVs open-ended and IOV start > 
existing IOV starts 

Prompt calibration UPD4 (in tag name) Yes IOV start >= smallest run in 
calibration processing 

Table 1: Summary of folder update modes and associated protection implemented by 
AtlCoolCopy. 

                                                      
1 ATLAS conditions database wiki page: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/ConditionsDB ; 
  ATLAS conditions database user guide: 
 http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/DATABASE/project/online/doc/conddb_conventions.pdf  
2 COOL folder meta-data: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/CoolFolderMetaData  
3 AtlCoolCopy documentation: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/AtlCoolCopy 
4 AtlCoolConsole documentation: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/AtlCoolConsole  
5 AtlCoolMerge and AtlCoolTransfer documentation: 
 https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/CoolPublishing  
6 AtlCoolTag documentation: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/CoolTagTool  
7 ATLAS conditions database utilities in SVN at: 
 https://svnweb.cern.ch/trac/atlasgrp/browser/Misc/Database/CondDBTools/utils  
8 Documentation of protected tag data models: 
  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki//bin/view/Atlas/CoolProtectedTags  
9 Nemo calibration manager system – see web page at: 
  http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/DATABASE/project/catrep/nemo/status.html  


